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In this contribution, we present design and implementation details of 
an early version of Croatian finite state transducer engine called NercFst. 
The engine currently implements a small subset of Intex/NooJ finite state 
transducer functionality developed for the purpose of deriving a 
standalone module for named entity recognition and classification (NERC) 
system applicable to Croatian texts, previously created as a module in 
Intex. We also provide some general notes on the Intex module for 
Croatian NERC and notes on porting the module from Intex to NooJ. 
Current NercFst engine functionality overview is given in more detail 
along with some upcoming export features for NooJ which are currently 
under development with a purpose of supporting portability to various 
other open source finite state transducer libraries by exporting systems 
designed and implemented within Intex or NooJ linguistic development 
environment. 

Introduction 

Intex and NooJ are well-known powerful environments for developing 
rule-based natural language processing systems implementable within 
finite state transducer paradigm and beyond. Implementing versatile finite 
state transducer backend that encompasses and unites various layers of 
linguistic processing, using the same visual design principles, also makes 
Intex and NooJ excellent all-round platforms on which to run these 
language processing systems. 

 
However, developing large scale natural language processing systems 

or information retrieval systems – systems that always require several 
layers of standalone natural language processing black-box modules such 
as tokenizers, lemmatizers, morphosyntactic taggers and parsers in order 
to operate – often has very specific demands on technology. For example, 



a system for classifying newspaper articles written in Croatian under a 
classification schema might use both lemmatizer and named entity 
detection for Croatian as standalone libraries for feature selection at 
classifier runtime. For such a system to be implemented as a code library 
itself, both lemmatizer and named entity recognition systems should be 
deliverable as code libraries, thus preventing the usage of development 
environments such as Intex or NooJ. While these subsystems – like the 
Croatian NERC system – might still be developed in Intex or NooJ in form 
of sets of local regular grammars (i.e. finite state transducers), the 
classifier system would require another code library capable of running 
these sets of local grammars in a manner as similar to Intex or NooJ as 
possible. 

 
Motivation of our work on NercFst system was to create a small and 

fast finite state transducer engine with just enough capability to run the 
Croatian NERC system (Bekavac 2005; Bekavac, Tadić 2007), thus 
making the Croatian NERC system available as a code library for easy 
integration within natural language processing systems requiring its 
assistance. On a larger scale, we envisioned a development scheme for 
finite state transducer based NLP systems in which Intex or NooJ 
environment is used repeatedly and iteratively throughout the development 
process – in design, development and testing phases of projects – and then, 
if explicitly required or otherwise necessary, ported to another 
FST-capable and desirably open source library for delivering stand-alone 
modules. This vision also encouraged author of Intex and NooJ to provide 
some additional export features for NooJ in order to bring the growing 
community of Intex and NooJ users closer to a large community of 
programmers using various open source finite state transducer libraries 
available on the web and utilized in various natural language processing 
solutions. 

 
Following sections describe the Croatian NERC module and NercFst 

engine in more detail. We also give insight on interacting Intex and NooJ 
with other more famous and versatile open source FST engines. Closing 
sections deal with prospects of evaluation and several directions for future 
work and experiments in the area. 

NERC module for Croatian 

In this part, a core of system for Named Entity Recognition and 
Classification for Croatian Language named OZANA is briefly described 



 

(Bekavac 2005; Bekavac, Tadić 2007). The system is fully implemented in 
Intex and it is composed of the module for sentence segmentation, general 
purpose Croatian lexicon (common words), specialized lists of names and 
local grammars for automatic recognition of numerical and temporal 
expressions as transducers. The central part of the system is a set of hand-
made regular grammars (rules) for recognition and classification of names 
in tagged and lemmatized texts. Rules are based on certain strategies like 
internal and external evidence (McDonald 1996) or recognition on 
sequences of entities in text which belong to same class (Mikheev 1999). 
Rules are applied using longest match in cascade in defined order (Abney 
1996). The results of processing are annotated named entities compliant 
with MUC-7 specification.  

 
Since Croatian is a highly inflective language, lists of proper names 

(including all possible generated word-forms) are much bigger in 
comparison with English or German. For names of persons only, we were 
using a list of 15,000 male and female personal names accompanied by 
56,000 family names registered in the Republic of Croatia (Boras, Mikelić, 
Lauc 2003:224). This list, expanded to an inflectional lexicon i.e. full 
word-form list, contains 967,272 lexical entries. Such lists are generated 
for single and compound forms as well. This implies that system for 
processing Croatian should be very robust to cope with such amount of 
lexical entries. 

 
F-measure of the system calculated on informative (newspaper) texts 

from January 2005 is 0.9. The same rules applied to another genre 
(textbooks) show a significant drop in the accuracy of the system. 
Precision is still at 0.79 but recall is at 0.47 thus resulting with F-measure 
at 0.59. Compared to a similar system for NERC in French texts (Poibeau, 
Kosseim 2001:148), where also Intex was used as a development 
environment, we got similar results. System developed for French yielded 
0.9 for informative texts and 0.5 in non-informative texts (prose). 

NercFst engine for Croatian 

NercFst engine – as a finite state transducer library for purposes of 
extending Croatian NERC system availability – is developed in standard 
C++ programming language using Microsoft VC 9 compiler and heavily 
utilizing STL containers and algorithms. It is implemented as set of classes 
modeling features of finite state transducers (input and output symbols, 
transducer states, input and output tapes, transitions, configurations and 



transition tables) and specifics of Croatian NERC system – among the 
others: general purpose Croatian lexicon (common words), other 
specialized lexicons of various named entities (both single- and multi 
word) and morphosyntactic tag querying. The system is envisioned as 
code library capable of providing other programmers with an interface of 
type given in Figure 1. 

 
// C++ code illustration 
// ... 
NercFst nfst; 
nfst.initFromFile( exportFile ); 
nfst.run( inputFile ); 
nfst.output( outputFile ); 
// ... 

 
Figure 1. NercFst usage illustration 

 
This simple figure clearly illustrates user requirements and system 

requirements NercFst had to conform to: 
 

1. A single NercFst transducer nfst is instantiated in computer 
memory by reading an exportFile given in Intex or NooJ format. 
This implements portability of systems implemented in Intex or NooJ 
to our NercFst engine. Method initFromFile() currently reads 
Intex files only, namely Intex exports of local regular grammars 
provided via exporting Intex GRF files to C files by an option of 
compiling deterministic C transition tables of grammars, containing 
lists of symbols, states and FST transitions. We chose to implement 
this option first as Intex determinizes and minimizes transition tables 
while exporting, thus saving us the effort of implementing FST 
minimization and determinization algorithms in NercFst. Furthermore, 
this Intex feature merges all local grammars for a given graph file into 
a single – minimal and determinized – finite state transducer. 
Basically, if local grammar LG1 in LG1.grf summons local grammar 
LG2 defined in LG2.grf, exporting LG1 via Intex creates a single FST 
containing both LG1 and LG2 symbols and transitions. This saves us 
the effort of tracking local grammar dependencies as well.  
NooJ finite state transducer engine, as opposed to the one in Intex, 
performs lazy evaluation of grammars/transducers – transducers are 
basically compiled at runtime, if required by input data. Therefore, 



 

NooJ does not support exporting nested grammars into single, unique, 
minimized and deterministic transducers and as a consequence, our 
NercFst engine is yet to support interaction with NooJ. However, in the 
following chapter, we discuss work in progress on some new NooJ 
features that make interaction between its engine and third party FST 
libraries much easier. 
 

2. A single NercFst transducer nfst has to be able to process files 
containing texts written in Croatian. Texts must be tokenized according 
to Intex and NooJ tokenization principles (Silberztein 2008a; 2008b) 
before being fed to the transducer or by the run() method itself. The 
method must also be aware of other NERC annotations applied 
beforehand by other NercFst transducer instances, respecting the 
longest match rule; if for example a DetectInstitutions grammar would 
detect an institution containing a famous person’s name, a 
DetectPerson grammar applied afterwards should not consider this 
institution for annotation at all. Also, Croatian NERC utilizes lexicon 
and morphosyntactic tag lookup. Therefore, run() method also had 
to implement these features. Only single word unit lexicons – general 
and NE-specific – are currently supported in NercFst via Text Mining 
Tools library (Šilić et al. 2007) using Intex-specific <lemma> syntax. 
Morphosyntactic tag features and lookup in form <PoS:subPoS> is 
provided by CroTag (Agić et al. 2008) – a morphosyntactic trigram 
tagger for Croatian. The MULTEXT-East v3 (Erjavec 2004) 
morphosyntactic tag specification for Croatian was also slightly altered 
to modify Intex/NooJ requirements and specific NERC system 
requirements, such as assigning unused specification codes to encode 
additional features of named entities, e.g. whether lexicon entry is 
personal name, surname or location instead of just proper noun (coded 
as  Np in the standard). 
 

3. A single NercFst transducer nfst has to provide an option of 
exporting its output to XML or other format in which NERC system 
annotation is visible and readable by humans. NercFst engine output is 
implemented to provide stand-off annotation (we write named entity 
begin index, end index and tag type to the output), thus exporting it to 
any other format is not a difficult task. Currently, we support MUC-7 
specification (Chinchor 1997) and its tag format. As various grammars 
could be run sequentially by a single NercFst instance or by a sequence 
of NercFst instances, additional mechanism also had to be 



implemented for merging outputs with respect to running sequences 
and longest match rules. 

 
4. As NercFst is made to run Croatian NERC system and this system 

utilized various special keywords provided by Intex and NooJ – these 
keywords in fact representing specialized local grammars operating 
inside single tokens, such as <PRE>, <MOT>, <MAJ>, <NB>, etc. – 
these also had to be supported by NercFst engine. However, being that 
basic setting of NERC system and NercFst is that symbol equals token 
and token equals a string as underlying data structure, we had to 
bypass this token-string rule in order to implement special local 
grammars as they have a vital role throughout the entire NERC system 
operation. 

 
As clearly indicated in this specification, NercFst is still in an early 

development stage and lots of work must be put into improving its features 
even in order to compare it to other, more mature and more famous code 
projects implementing finite state transducer functionality. However, if 
considered solely in context of running Croatian NERC system, it already 
serves its purpose as it is, although directing its development towards 
interacting with NooJ instead of Intex, still is on the top of our priority list. 
Interacting NercFst and other finite state transducer engines with NooJ is 
discussed in the following chapter. 

Interacting NooJ and transducer libraries 

As mentioned earlier, Intex combines dependent local grammars into a 
single finite state transducer structure and makes it both deterministic and 
minimal. It is available via Intex in internal FST format and C-file format 
containing three arrays – list of input and output symbols combined, list of 
states indicating final states and list of transitions containing tuples of 
integers indicating current state, input symbol and target state of the 
transducer. With such a feature set, virtually any finite state transducer 
library could support running Intex grammars, providing that several 
requirements are supported internally by these libraries. Some of these 
requirements are presented in the previous chapter and met to some extent 
by NercFst: (1) supporting specialized lexicon lookup, (2) supporting 
morphosyntactic tag lookup and (3) implementing keyword-triggered 
lexical level local grammars. There are surely other features that are 
supported in Intex and NooJ and not utilized in the Croatian NERC system 



 

so we do not try to make this list comprehensive and exact but, in the 
contrast, small but indicative. 

NooJ environment, as opposed to Intex, evaluates and compiles local 
grammars in a manner called lazy evaluation – finite state transducers are 
compiled only when required by input text specifics. This feature – even 
though it is obviously extremely useful in terms of processing speed when 
using NooJ as both development and running environment – makes 
implementing single transition table export feature a more difficult task. 
Therefore, exporting deterministic transition table is not supported by 
NooJ, denying NercFst and potentially other FST libraries of intriguing 
prospects of running transducer systems developed in NooJ. 

Guided by these underlying ideas of library interaction, upcoming 
versions of NooJ environment should – by coordinated work of NooJ 
developers and NercFst team – at least enable exporting single local 
grammars from graph files into deterministic transition tables in the AT&T 
FSM file format (Mohri et al. 1998). This format was chosen because it is 
directly supported by almost every relevant open source finite state 
transducer library. Namely, OpenFst (Allauzen et al. 2007) and Helsinki 
FST toolkit (Koskenniemi, Yli-Jyrä 2008) support it out of the box, while 
it can be converted with some effort to Stuttgart FST toolbox (Schmid 
2005) syntax. In order to fully recreate old Intex functionality with this 
planned NooJ export feature, single local grammars exported to finite state 
transducers should be combined by a third-party combining procedure, 
creating sequences of embedded FSTs and subsequently merging them 
into a single, minimal and deterministic transducer. Being that all stated 
finite state transducer libraries implement all the basic transducer 
operations – among these, union, minimization and determinization are 
required – the task should not pose difficulties. However, as the export 
feature is currently under construction by the NooJ development team, it 
remains to be tested in the future. 

Conclusions and future work 

We have presented the work-in-progress on NercFst, a FST engine that 
currently implements a small subset of Intex/NooJ FST functionality 
developed for the purpose of deriving a standalone module for named 
entity recognition and classification in Croatian texts. The advantages of 
described system are: (1) possibility of integration and combination with 
other natural language processing systems via code library module; (2) 
possibility of easily redesigning the system to support other systems for 
processing Croatian language developed in Intex or NooJ; (3) easier 



control of processing steps since – from the rule developer's point of view 
– possibility to approach any data at certain stage of processing could be 
very useful. For example, during NERC processing some lexical 
knowledge is relevant only for certain type of discourse. Creation of such 
resource for temporary lexical data storage is much easier to implement in 
described system. 

Future work directions are most likely to be spread in two possible 
directions: (1) expanding the NercFst library in order to support additional 
Intex and NooJ functionality and (2) putting additional effort to interaction 
of NooJ with open source finite state transducers in general via standard 
finite state transducer file formats. 
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